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FOREWORD

This report summarizes the various activities conducted
by the Gypsy and Brown-tail Moths Control Project of the
United States Department of Agriculture and cooperating
State and local agencies diiring the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1954* The principal objective of the program
continues to be the prevention of spread of the gypsy moth
into uninfested sections of the United States. This is
accomplished through surveys and the application of control
and/or eradication measures. Effective November 2, 1953,
pursuant to the reorganization of the United States Department of Agricultxire, the Federal program was reassigned
from the former Biireau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine
in the Agricultural Research Administration, to the Plant
Pest Control Branch of the Crops Regulatory Programs
Division of the Agricultural Researc^i Service.
The cover picture shows a B-17 aircraft in front of the
State Capitol Building, Lansing, Michigan spraying for
gypsy moth eradication in that area - June 1954•
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Statement of Problem
The gypsy moth, considered one of the prime pests of forest, shade,
fruit and ornamental trees in Europe, was imported into Medford,
Massachusetts, in 1869 by a*French scientist in an unsuccessful
attempt to interbreed it vdth the silkworm* The insect escaped and
became established in nearby territory. The larva is a leaf-feeder
on deciduous trees, preferably, but also attacks conifers• The
foliage of oak, poplar, willow, grey birch, apple and pear trees,
is highly favored as its foodt In areas of heavy infestation, the
trees on thousands of acres of woodlands are defoliated. Successive,
complete defoliation may kill many trees of economic importance, or
devitalize thon to the extent that secondary insects or unfavorable
ecological conditions will kill them. In all cases where defoliation
occurs, growth increment is greatly reduced.
For a time the gypsy moth was confined to the State of Massachusetts,
but spread gradually to the south and the west - more rapidly to the
north and northeast. Currently, the generally infested area includes
most of New England and an extensive area in eastern New York, covering an overall area of 29-1/2 million acres in which infestation varies
from very light to heavy intensities.
Isolated infestations have been found occasionally at points well
beyond the western limits of the area that is generally infested.
One such infestation, involving some 1,450 square miles of territory,
was discovered near Somerville, New Jersey in 1920 and eradication
was completed in 1935« In 1932 another extensive area of infestation,
involving approximately 1,000 square miles, was discovered near
Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, Extensive aircraft spraying programs
had eliminated general infestation in the area by 1949* Survey and
control operations are being continued to detect and eliminate any
small spots of infestation that may still exist outside the territory where eradication has been accomplished, A smaller area of
isolated infestation, involving 250 square miles, was discovered in
the vicinity of Quakertown, Pennsylvania, in 194Ô and was sprayed
with DDT the following spring by aircraft and mist blowers, A very
small infestation located just outside the sprayed area in 1952 was
sprayed in 1953, and negative scouting and trapping results since
then indicate that eradication efforts in the Quakertown area have
been successful.
In May 1954 the gypsy moth was discovered in a residential section
of the city of Lansing, Michigan, A hurriedly conducted delimiting
survey, followed by aircraft spraying mth DDT of 135 square miles
of rural and municipal territory, is believed to have eliminated
- 1 ^

the central area of this infestation. An extensive trapping survey
planned for the summer of 1954^ vdll be followed by additional detection and control operations needed to accomplish eradication of the
gypsy moth in ïiichigan*
Purpose of Control Program
The principal objective is to prevent further spread of the gypsy
moth into iminfested sections of the United States. The attainment
of this objective involves: (l) surveys to locate and determine-the
limits and intensity of infestation, (2) the application of eradication measures wherever the gypsy moth may be found outside the area
of general infestation and in a peripheral barrier zone, and (3)
providing technical assistance and (Jemonstrations of effective and
efficient control methods to States, counties, communities, affected
industries and individuals within the generally infested area lAiere
eradication or suppression is the object.
Values Involved
The values involved are both tangible and intangible. Tangible
values are represented in the loss sustained lAen repeated and severe
defoliation results in retarded growth and in the killing of trees.
Such values, if accurate figures coxild be obtained, would be substantial. A brief study conducted in 1952 showed that even in the
absence of adequate data it was evident that during the period
1933-52 the total estimated losses from both mortality and retarded
growth amounted to more than 6-1/2 million dollars.
As the resiilt of an appraisal survey conducted in the summer and fall
of 1952, it has been determined that more than 100 million acres of
valuable forest growth east of the Mississippi River is highly susceptible to severe damage if invaded by the gypsy moth. In view of
the fact that less than 2 percent of the United States is in the
generally infested area and affected by the heavy damage caused when
epidemic outbreaks of this insect occxir. Federal expenditures for
survey and control operations are amply justified on the basis of
preventing spread of the gypsy moth to iminfested territory.
The intangible values are of even greater importance. Among these
must be included the damage to forest sité by repeated heavy gypsy
moth feeding. Although it is not possible to readily assess such
damage in terms of dollars and cents, it involves such important
factors as increased fire hazard, watershed protection and wildlife
resources. The effects of the deterioration in forest site has
resulted in a reduction in the production of timber crops and other
forest land values. Losses in aesthetic and recreational values are
also impossible to measure on a monetary basis. However, in times
of heavy defoliation, especially in residential sections and in
areas of high aesthetic value, the gypsy moth causes great distress
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to persona who take pride in the appearance of their property. The
unsightliness of defoliation and the nuisance of crawling caterpillars
is repugnant to home owners. An indication of the nuisance value
ascribed to gypsy moth damage is the millions of dollars which citiîzens
of the States, counties and towns, as taxpayers, have willingly spent
to mitigate the nuisance.
Cooperation
Excellent cooperation is maintained with plant pest control authorities in the States affected by the problem. All efforts and expenditures by States, local governments, commercial concerns and individuals
for suppression or eradication, have been of immeasurable assistance
to the Federal control program. Such cooperation, moreover, serves
to eliminate duplication of effort and to insure ?iost effective
results. Federal interagency cooperation within the problem area
has been helpful and effective. State agencies actively cooperating
in the gypsy moth control program are the Departments of Agriculture
in Michigan, New Jersey and Pennsylvania, the Department of Agriculture
and Conservation in Rhode Island, the Department of Conservation in
New York, the State Forest Service in Maine and Vermont, the Department of Natural Resources in Massachusetts and the Office of State
Entomologist in Connecticut and New Hampshire.
Status of the Program
The 1952 gypsy moth appraisal program, initiated in August and concluded in December of that year, was discussed in detail in the
previous annual report of the project. The results of this review
of the problem formed the basis for the development of a Seven-Point
Program of Operation for achieving the dual objective of preventing
the spread of the pest to uninfested forest areas of high value,
and protecting presently infested woodlands from repeated and uncontrolled defoliation. The plan provided as follows:
1.

Establish a barrier zone along the perimeter of the gypsy
moth regulated area in Connecticut, New York and Vermont
extending from Long Island, New York, to the Canadian border.
The proposed zone is continuous except for a break extending
through the eastern Adirondack Mountains where growth, site
and climatic conditions are known to be unfavorable and
provide a natural barrier against the establishment and
spread of gypsy moth infestation.

2.

Operate a cooperative survey and eradication program v/ithin
the barrier zone as the principal means of preventing further
expansion of the infested region.

3«

Operate a cooperative survey and control program with states
involved in infested territory immediately east of the barrier
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zone, to detect and suppress the occurrence of gypsy moth
outbreaks which threaten a spread into the barrier zone area«
4«

Conduct cooperative trapping surveys with states and other
governmental units in territory west and south of the barrier
zone, promptly eradicating any infestations that become established in such areas ♦

5*

Providle Federal technical assistance, to the limit of available funds, to states in the infests region in the development of control techniques and programs designed to prevent
economic and aesthetic losses from continued defoliation in
this general area#

6*

Strengthen quarantine operations through close coordination
of control and regulatory activities and expansion of inspection and certification searvices insofar as appropriated funds
will permit* Regulatory functions will include preparation,
and distribution of illustrated leaflets and posters as part
of an educational program to disseminate information on this
"public enemy,"

?•

Establish study plots in the generally infested region to
obtain additional information on the epidemiology of the
gypsy moth. Annual observations in these areas should provide valuable information on the expectable occurrence of
defoliation and would provide an opportunity to correlate and
study factors which may have an influence on cyclic fluctuations
of moth abundance. Cooperative assistance in making these
studies to be solicited frcan the affected States of the
Region.

This plan was developed at an intra-Bureau conference in Washington
on March 26, 1953 and was approved by the Regional Coordinating
Committee on Gypsy Moth Control of the Council of State Governments
on SeptCTiber 4^ 1953» Operations during the remainder of the fiscal
year were carried out in accordance with this plan insofar as available f\inds permitted.
In the spring of 1954 more than 1,400,000 acres were sprayed in New
England, New York, Pennsylvania and îîichigan by cooperating Federal,
State and local agencies and by organized groups of individual land
owners for suppression and eradication of the pest. However, infestation in many untreated areas shows a marked increase over last year,
particularly in Maine and New Hampshire. The gypsy moth population
may not continue at a high level in much of the area of general infestation next year because of the heavy mortality of this insect
over extensive areas in late June and early July due to the wilt
disease and parasitism.
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A small, isolated infestation, involving approxiinately 50 acres, ims
found in the township of Blakely, Lackawanna Coimty, Pennsylvania as
a result of trapping conducted in the sunsmer of 1953 • It is believed
this infestation was eradicated by aerial DDT spraying of approximately
6,500 acres in the spring of 1954# Single moth recoveries were also
made at one trap in each of three other townshipe in this State but
no further evidence of infestation was located as a result of sub«
sequent scouting«
An outlying area of infestation reported at Lansing, Michigan on May 19j
1954 was treated for extermination within three weeks after discovery»
Aircraft spraying of 06,400 acres of municipal and rural territory
is believed to have eliminated the heart of this infestation, kddi^^
tional small spots of infestation vdiich will undoubtedly be foiand-^"^
as a result of subsequent trapping and scouting surveys will be
sprayed with DDT in the spring of 1955 #
Although one male gypsy moth was recovered in 1953 fwm a trap placed
in Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey^ subsequent scouting of an extensive
area in the vicinity of this trap site gave negative results. Gypsy
moth infestation has not been fo\md in the State since 1935*
Surveys conducted during the year in barrier zone territory resulted
in discovery of many scattered spots of light infestation* The
limited amount of manpower available for scouting permitted, on the
average, the expenditure of only a few crew hours for examining indi«
vidual trap sites where moths had been previously captured* However,
sufficient acreage was covered to indicate that infestation is not
generally distributed in the barrier zone area involved. All spots
of infestation found in the barrier zone were sprayed for extermination in the spring of 1954* Surv^ work conducted immediately east
of the zone showed extensive areas of heavy infestation build*<4ip, in sc«ne instances egg cluster populations being as high as 100,000
per acre* The most critical d these infestation centers were
sprayed by aircraft in the spring of 1954 to control local outbreaks
and prevent extensive spread« Adequate fiinds were not available,
however, to spray stifficient territory to prevent the occurrence of
considerable defoliation in eastern New ïork and western New England
dialing the summer of 1954# The heavy intensity of infestation in
this general area continues to be a serious threat to maintenance of
the barrier zone vAiere extermination is the objective.
Tidthin the area of general infestation, the public has become aroused
over the extensive defoliation that has occurred during the current
outbreak of the gypsy moth. As a result of this public interest it
is believed that definite steps vdll be taken to provide necessary
controls to prevent repeated defoliation and continuing damage.
Such action woiild greatly relieve the current threat to maintenance
of the barrier zone by reducing the natural spread hazards that now
exist*
- 5 •

Accattplishments Durin/y Year
Pupae Collection; An area of high gypsy moth population váiich was
exceptionally favorable for the larger-scale collection of pupae was
selected in Wrentham, Norfolk County, Massachusetts, as the major
collection area in the summer of 1953• Several additional collection
districts were set up in the Connecticut River Valley. The cooperative
program resulted in the collection of 1,661,OCX) pupae# From the
female moths that issued, 892,400 tips were obtained* There was a
moth issuance of 53»7 percent, which is very high for large-scale
collecting. The cost per tip of $.019 was the lowest ever recorded
in sex-attractant production work.
Trap Survey; ïlie 1953 trap survey covered an area of 5,810,441 acres
through the placement of 13,493 traps in 286 towns in Connecticut,
Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania and Vermont. Male
moths numbering 4>716 were caught in 2,02? of the traps in 162 tov/ns.
The captures included one male moth in New Jersey and 44 in Pennsylvania. Special consideration was given to the barrier zone including
a number of towns in southwestern Connecticut and northwestern Vermont.
Traps were placed at strategic locations throughout the zone and in
adjacent territory to the east. Traps were furnished also to the
Massachusetts Department of Conservation (now the Department of Natural
Resources) for use in continuing the survey program in Barnstable,
Plymouth and Nantucket Counties. They were also used extensively
in the Scranton-Wilkes-Barre and the Quakertown areas in Pennsylvania
as well as in the State of New Jersey.
Scouting; Scouting in the barrier zone and in Pennsylvania was conducted principally in the vicinity of trap sites at which male moths
were recovered durirg the 1953 trapping program. Some additional
scouting was carried on immediately east of the barrier zone in
Connecticut, New York and Vermont for the purpose of locating heavy
centers of infestation needing control treatment to prevent possible
infiltration into the zone. During the fall and winter months more
than 972,400 acres were examined in regular scouting operations by
project personnel and cooperating State agencies. Additional acreage,
not included in this figure, was scouted by regulatory personnel in
connection with quarantine operations and by State agencies in New
England in the development of information needed for the extensive
control operations that were conducted in the spring of 1954. Also,
the delimiting survey around the Michigan infestation involved rapid,
spot-type scouting covering an area of 232 square miles or 148,480
additional acres. Plans for conducting effective spray operations
were developed from information provided by the scouting surveys
carried on in various States.
Spraying; The application of DDT sprays for combatting gypsy moth
infestation reached a new high in the spring of 1954 when 1,401,016
acres were treated by Federal, State, county and town agencies and by
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organized groups of individual property ovmers* Nearly 70 percent
of the total acreage sprayed was in Massachusetts where the Department of Natural Resources of that State has embarked on a longrange program of gypsy moth control to prevent recurring defoliation
and damage« Active participation in gypsy moth control programs by
State pest control agencies in this and other New England areas, in
Michigan, New York and Pennsylvania, undoubtedly prevented forest
and shade tree defoliation in 1954 from exceeding that recorded in
1953* Except for two State-owned biplanes used in New York, all
aircraft spraying was accomplished by contract equipment in both
State and Federal operations. Federal mist blowers were used in
treating roadside areas in Connecticut and Maine and to a limited
extent in New York and Vermont* AH spraying in Rhode Island was
accomplished vdth mist blowers o\^ed by the Department of Agriculture
and Conservation of that State•
Changes in Operations and Trends
Spray programs conducted in the spring of 1954 were the first in
which all Federal aircraft work was handled on the basis of contract
application« Except for the use of two State-owned biplanes in New
York, all cooperating State agencies employed the same procedure.
Contracts awarded by Maine and Michigan authorities were on a
package basis, contractors being required to supply and handle insecticide materials in addition to making application by specific
types of aircraft. This method of contracting has distinct ^advantages in that project personnel can be released from insecticide
mixirig and hauling chores and used more effectively in checking on
the efficiency of spray applications in the field. It is anticipated
that this type of contract will be employed more esxtensively in future
control operations•
Spray operations by State agencies in New England were greatly expanded in the spring of 1954# There is evidence that public interest
in maintaining control of the gypsy moth to prevent unsightly defoliation will result in further expansion of control efforts in 1955•
This trend has developed rather suddeixLy, resulting in new requests
for technical assistance from the Federal project in the development
and projection of survey and control programs.
Changes in System of Financing
No changes in methods of financing control operations occurred during
the year.
Changes in Organization
Effective November 2, 1953 in connection with the reorganization of
the united States Department of Agriculture, the Bureau of Entomology
and Plant Quarantine was abolished and its functions variously
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distributed or assigned^ The Gypsy and Brovm-tail Moths Control
Project was transferred to the Plant Pest Control Branch of the Crops
Regiilatory Programs Division in the Agricultural Research Service*
During the year the follovdng personnel changes occurred: On March 31 >
1954 J* M. Corliss, Project Leader, retired from active service*
Following the retirement of Mr* Corliss, program activities for the
remainder of the fiscal year were directed by H. L. Blaisdell, Acting
in Charge* Three field agents, R* L* Hardy, G* H. Sherman and F* J*
LaPointe also retired during the year, the latter by regular retirement and the other two by reason of physical disability• One project
vacancy occurred because of the death of W* H. Hanley, in charge of
program activities in the Pennsylvania area.
The barrier zone program activated during the year was tentatively
organized to include 18 field districts; 3 in Connecticut, 14 in
New York and one in Vermont* Five of the New York districts are
headed by cooperating employees of the New York State Conservation
Department, the remaining district areas being supervised by Federal
personnel* Consideration is being given to the assignment of district
leaders to specific stations only, rather than to district areas, to
permit greater flexibility of operations within barrier zone territory.
For filling personnel vacancies, an employment policy was inaugurated
this year for recruitment of young men who have received college
training in forestry, entomology or plant pathology* Greater use
of seasonal employees is contemplated for conducting vitally needed
trapping surveys to the extent that funds for this purpose may be
available*
Changes in Distribution of the Pest
During 1953 the gypsy moth reached the highest peak of outbreak that
has ever been recorded in New England. Nearly 1-1/2 million acres
of woodland were defoliated as compared with the previous high record
of some 820,000 acres of defoliation in 1945* Outbreak conditions
were most prevalent in the Connecticut River Valley and along the
western edge of New England, indicating a steady build-up of infestation in this territoiy in recent years. The recovery of a record
high number of male moths from traps placed in the barrier zone in
1953 strongly indicates that wind dispersion of yoxing larvae occurred
on a large scale during this outbreak.
An infestation was discovered on May 19> 1954 at Lansing, Michigan.
Prompt action was taken by the Bureau of Plant Industry, i^Hchigan
Department of Agriculture and the Plant Pest Control Branch of the
united States Department of Agriculture to delimit the infestation
and determine control measures needed. As the result of a special
session of the iilchigan Legislature, |150,000 was appropriated on
June 2, 1954 for conducting an aerial spray program and follow-up
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sxirveys. The spraying of 135 square miles (86,400 acres) of territory is believed to have eliitiinated the heart of this infestation»
Outlying spots of infestation found as a result of subsequent trapping
and scouting surveys will be sprayed in the spring of 1955»
A gypsy moth infestation comprising some 15,000 egg clusters was discovered in the township of Blakely, Lackawanna County, Pennsylvania
as a result of trapping suarveys in the summer of 1953« Aerial treatment with DDT spray in the spring of 1954 is believed to have eradicated this infestation.
Research Results and Their Effect on the Program
Research in recent years has been related primarily to the development of the miost suitable and efficient trap for use in basic trapping
programs. The results of 4 years of experiments provicfequite conclusive evidence that the bait strength of traps used in regular surveys can safely be reduced from 15 to 12 tips per charge should a
shortage of attractant material eventuate.
There appears to be a great difference in the potency of sex-attractant
material collected from year to year, which makes it desirable to test
each new supply before it is used for regular work. Studies have
shown that there is no apparent deterioration in the potency of
hydrogenated material after 6 years of storage.
Experiments have shown that corrugated paper varies materially in
construction and capability in absorbing and dispensing the sexattractant material. The paper to be used in any survey should be
carefully tested beforehand to make certain that it does not contain
chemicals or other foreign matter injurious to the attractant material♦
The metal cylindrical trap equipped v/ith solid paper-cone ends continues as standard equipment, but there is general agreement among
field men that the ideal trap should be disposable after one season's
use and should be constructed of treated pressed paper or cardboard.
Metal traps now in use are bulky and present a considerable problem
in transportation when large niimbers are required in vddely scattered
areas.
Experiments in trap placement have sho\^ that wherever possible there
is advantage in placing traps along natural flight channels in hedgerows, on woodedges, or at points where there exists a continuous
wooded or brushy growth. Studies continued in 1953 furnished positive evidence that traps are effective up to 5/16ths of a mile. The
maximum attracting range of individual traps should be determined
by a continuation of these studies.
In tt>e damage study phase of the 1952 Appraisal Program it was clear
that insufficient data were available to permit an accurate estimation
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of losses due to mortality and retarded groi\rbh of host trees. It was
also clear that the killing of white pine and hemlock has been serious
in some ar*eas, but evidence was not sufficient to permit an accurate,
evaluation of the loss* In recognition of the essential need for
more adequate information, a study was irritiated in the surmner of 1953
in an attempt to develop really sound data and has been continued
during the current year. Observations to be made after the end of
the 1954 growing season should provide some definite indications of
the amount of mortality that can be expected among hemlock, but a
longer period of observation will be necessary to accurately assess
the full effect of the 1953 defoliation of the pines•
Re commendati one
There is a continuing need by the Gypsy Moth Control Project for one
or more insecticides as effective against the gypsy moth as DDT which
can be used with reasonable safety in spraying infested growth in
pastures and where truck crops are grown.
It is recommended that towns in the barrier zone which are also included within the suppressive area be removed from the area under
gypsy moth quarantine*
Improvement is needed in dyed cards currently used to check aerial
spray deposition. Particularly desired is a card which may be placed
in the field a day or more prior to spray application and still be
effective after exposure to the elements»
Improved communication facilities are needed for more effective liaison
between airport, ground crews and pilots in conducting spray programs.
Changes in Federal and State Laws and Quarantines Affecting Program
In Massachusetts a nev; State gypsy moth control law became effective
on February 24> 1954* The new act permits a program expenditure in
any one fiscal year up to $750,000, The Commissioner of the Department of Natural Resources is empowered to designate a region or regions
in the Commonwealth within which a control program ^11 be conducted.
However, program expenditures in any control region so designated
are based on tax valuations of the towns and cities involved. Thus,
the expenditures in groups of towns with relatively low tax valuations
will be Correspondingly limited. The law as enacted in February provided that for each dollar expended the State would contribute 30
cents and the towns and cities 70 cents. However, the law was later
modified so as to provide for a 50-50 contribution.
An act relating to Insects and Diseases of Trees enacted by the Maine
legislature, effective August 8, 1953, transferred all survey and
suppression work against the gypsy and brovjn-tail moths from the
Department of Agriculture to the Forest Service under the direction
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of the State Entomologist. Section 16-F of this act states, in pairt:
"In emergencies the state entomologist or his agents, xinder the
supervision of the forest commissioner, may enter into agreement
mth municipal officials to pay up to 1/2 the cost of control if
state fmids are available for tha.s purpose. Whenever the state
does contribute funds for this purpose it shall have the authority
to determine the control methods to be used. The state may make
similar agreements vdth groups of private owners if the project is
approved by municipal officials."
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PROGRAM ACTIVITIES
General Statement
The control section of the gypsy and brovm-tail moths project operates
from field headquarters in Greenfield, Massachusetts, under the direc-^
tion of a project leader, assistant project leader, three area leaders,
and several full-time technically trained men to plan and supervise
seasonal field activities. A limited number of skilled laborers are
employed on a seasonal basis. The principal area of Federal operation
is within a barrier zone established along the perimeter of the infested area in Connecticut, New York and Vermont, extending from
Long Island, New York to the Canadian border. In addition, activities
are also conducted in the territory immediately east of the barrier
zone to detect and suppress the occurrence of outbreaks which threaten
spread into the zone. Eradication activities are conducted cooperatively with State agencies in the isolated infestations in Michigan
and northeastern Pennsylvania. Technical assistance is rendered in
all States within the overall infested area. There are four principal
phases in the control program; namely, (1) pupae collection, (2) trap
surveys, (3) scouting surveys and (4) spraying. In addition, special
studies are conducted to search out the best available methods to
cope with the problem.
Defoliation by the Gypsy Moth
Immediately following the season of larval activity a survey has been
made each year since 1924 to determine the acreage defoliated by the
pest. Early surveys were conducted from the ground by experienced
cooperative employees who traveled by automobile over most of the
roads within the generally infested area, taking full advantage of
high land as observation points. In recent years the observations
have been from aircraft supplemented by ground checking.
The survey in the summer of 1953 disclosed widespread defoliation on
a peak acreage of nearly 1-1/2 million acres (1,407^077) representing
a build-up in gypsy moth population first noted in the summer of 1952
when defoliation increased to 293>052 acres from only 21,314 acres
in 1951.
In Maine, serious defoliation was confined to the southeastern part
of the State in sections of Oxford, Androscoggin, Cumberland, Sagadahoc,
York, Lincoln, Knox, Kennebec, Hancock, and Waldo Counties, with
isolated spots in Penobscot, Somerset and Washington Counties.
In New Hampshire, concentrations of heavy defoliation were located
in Grafton, Carroll, Belknap and Strafford Counties in the eastcentral part of the State, with scattered acreages in Merrimack,
Rockingham and Hillsboro Counties in the southeastern part. A
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marked concentration of defoliation occurred in the Connecticut
River Valley in Grafton, Sullivan and Cheshire Counties«
In Vermont, defoliation was general in the Connecticut River Valley
in Orange, Windsor and Vändham Counties, and in Addison, Rutland and
Benningtcn Coxxnties in the western part of the State^
In Massachusetts, extensive areas in the Connecticut River Valley in
Franklin, Hampshire and Hampden Counties were seriously defoliated,
as well as a section in west-central Worcester County and in scattered
areas in Norfolk, Berkshire, Essex and Middlesex Counties,
In Connecticut, there was widespread defoliation in Litchfield and
Hartford Counties and some defoliation in two towns at the northcentral tip of New Haven County and the northern portion of Middlesex
County*
In New York, defoliation in the 75-100 percent category was reported
in two towns in Washington County, with acreages of less damage in
other towns in that county and in Rensselaer Coxxnty*
The 1953 survey in Massachusetts was conducted by the Department of
Natural Resources and in the other States by Federal personnel.
Because of a difference in method of recording defoliated acreages
in percentage classes, it has been necessary to tabulate the Massachusetts records separately as shown in Table 1* Table 2 presents
the record of total defoliation in the overal infested area from
1924 to 1953 inclusive.
Table l,-~Summary of ^ypsy moth defoliation - summer of 1953
Number of Acres Defoliated and the Degree of Defoliation
State
Connecticut
Maine
New Hampshire
New York
Rhode Island

75-100^
4,605
91>237
51,440

Less than 75^
51,610
83,762
157,895
7,745

Total
56,215
174,999
209,335
7,745

12.287

108,500

120.787

Total

159,569

409,512

569,081

State
Massachusetts

50-lOQ^
371.324

Less than 5055
546,672

Total
917.996

Vermont

GRAND TOTAL -• ALL STATES

1,487,077
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1.—Young white pine 75 to 100 percent defoliated by the gypsy moth,
summer of 1954.
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2.—Mixed stand of oak and pine 75 to 100 percent defoliated by the
gypsy moth, summer of 1954.
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3.—Heavy damage to mixed forest stand by the gypsy moth, summer of
1954.

Table 2.--Stanmary of defoliation caused hy the gypsy moth calendar years 1 924 to 1953
ïear
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938

Year
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953

Acres

825
48,560
80,822
140,420
262,514
551,133
288,226
204,721
286,395
397,730
492,361
540,769
428,622
608,760
313.954

Acres
492,640
485,636
468,021
44,577
34,845
250,149
821,487
622,919
7,422
32,467
78,673
5,368
21,314
293,052
1,487,077

Pupae Collection
In any control program, the first requisite is to determine the extent
of the occurrence of the pest# Since, in the gypsy moth control program the Federal interest or responsibility is to prevent the spread
of the pest, detection activities are concerned primarily in locating
incipient outbreaks outside the present limits of infestation»
In locating such outbreatcs, as well as to evaluate the effectiveness
of spraying operations, reliance is placed fundamentally on the sexattractant trap. The sex-attractant is obtained by collecting female
pupae from heavily infested areas, aging the emerging adults, and
clipping frOTi virgin moths the rear abdominal segments, which are
processed for use as bait.
As a result of extensive field observations, an area of high gypsy
moth popiolation was located in Wrentham, Norfolk County, Massachusetts
which was considered exceptionally favorable for large-scale collection
of pupae. In this area there was very little evidence of wilt disease,
and parasitism of larvae and pupae was low. This area proved to be
the best section for collecting pupae in the Stimmer of 1953 • Several
promising localities were also found in the Connecticut River Valley
adjacent to heavily defoliated areas•
Late in Jxxne, the supervisor placed in charge of the field collecting
program kept in very close touch with the rapidly changing situation
and, on the basis of his observations, prepared maps for use by his
field supervisory assistants when they reported to the Greenfield
headquarters early in July to begin collection work. Several collection districts were set up in the Connecticut River Valley, and a
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regular employee was placed in charge of each district. Each supervisor was assigned a crew of men employed under Letter of Authorization (L. A.), fpr. the dux*ation of the collection season. The New
York Conservation Department cooperated to the extent of assigning
eight of: their regular .employees experienced in large-scale pupae
collection. These men were stationed in the Wrentham area, together
with one experienced Federal employee. Six carefully selected L^A. <
employees were also assigned to duty in the V/rentham area.
The pupae collection season was short, but full advantage was taken
of available time. An abandoned school in Greenfield, Massachusetts
was used for the rearing work and conditions there were ideal for
handling pupae and the adult moths which emerged. Water and electricity were available in the building and the cool basement was used
in aging the moths. At the peak of the collecting season a total
of 50 employees were assigned to duty in the field. Women Were
employed at the rearing center, as experience both in Portugal in
1951 and in Greenfield in 1952 had shown them to be adept at this
type of work. At the peak of the rearing program 17 women v/ere
employed, and a few men were transferred from the field to assist
at the processing center•
On one day (July 19), tips were clipped from 102,000 moths, by far
the largest nvimber ever handled in a single day. Well over 100,000
mottis had to be removed from the trays on the previous day, placed
in cages, and aged overnight prior to clipping the tips.* . In the
entire program a grand total of 692,400 tips were obtained. There
was a moth issuance of 53.7 percent, which is very high for largescale collecting. The cost per tip of |*019 was the lowest ever
recorded for this work. Because of the success of the program,
the project now has a substantial stock-pile of sex attractant available for use in future trapping programs.
A tabular summary of the 1953 pupae collection program is pres^ted
in Table 3.
' ^^ble 3>—Summary of pupal collection work - fiscal year 1954
.Total pupae collected ^
1,661,000
*
Total tips obtained
892,400
Percentage of tips obtained
53#75^
Pupae collected per man day
2,859 .
Man days Collecting
581 ;
Man days preparation
522
Total State Costs
$ 1,271*00
Total Federal Costs
$16,144.93
Total Costs
$17,415.93
Cost per tip
$^019 .
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Trapping Survey ^ Summer of 1953
The 1953 trapping program took into account the long-range gypsymoth program which provided for the establishment of a barrier zone*
Traps were placed at strategic locations throughout the zone area
and in adjacent territory to the east where information on the status
of infestation was considered of vital importance. Traps were also
furnished to the Massachusetts Department of Natural Resources for
use in continuing the survey program which has been conducted annually
in Barnstable, Plymouth and Nantucket Counties since they were sprayed
in their entirety beginning in the spring of 1949. Traps were also
used extensively in the Scranton-Wilkes-Barre and the Quakertown areas
in Pennsylvania as a further check on the presence or absence of infestation in that State vjhere extermination of the insect is the
objective. They were also used by the State of New Jersey in trapping
selected areas to determine whether or not there had been recent
introduction of infestation into that State. The overall program,
involving a survey of more than 5>ßlO,400 acres, provided for the
use of 13,493 traps in 286 towns.
The records compiled at the end of the season show that 4,716 male
moths were captured in 2,027 traps in 162 towns. The number of
attracting traps was much greater than in any previous year. There
is considerable evidence to show that this heavy attraction of
moths to traps was partly due to windspread of newly-hatched caterpillars in the spring of 1953 and partly to wind dispersion of
adult male moths during the summer months from heavily infested
areas to the east of the trapped territory. Many of the moths submitted for identification were faded and small, and had lost a
high percentage of their wing scales. Small moths usually are
found at centers of severe infestation v;here there has been a shortage of food. Moths in flight for an extended period are frequently
faded and show a considerable loss of wing scales.
In New Jersey, a male gypsy moth was captured at a trap located in
Englewood Cliffs, Bergen County. A high percentage of the traps
placed on Long Island, New York attracted one or more moths, but
in many instances they were small, of pale color and otherwise in
poor condition. These moths may have been wind-borne into the area
from heavily infested territory in Connecticut. In several instances, however, the moths were large, of good color, and appeared
to have lost few, if any, mng scales. It is believed that such
moths originated from nearby infestations.
In Pennsylvania, a male gypsy moth was taken at a trap in Shohola
and another at a trap placed in Delaware, both in Pike County.
A male moth was also captured in a trap located in Paradise toi/«/nship,
Monroe County. Late in the season, 41 male gypsy motfewere taken
in a trap located in Blakely township, Lackawanna County. An active
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infestation, comprising approximately 15,000 egg clusters and involving an area of about 50 acres, was located close to this trap.
Although the number of moths captured in Massachusetts was much
greater than anticipated, there is evidence to indicate that a considerable ntmber of third and fourth stage larvae may have been
carried into Barnstable and Plymouth Counties by the turbulent air
disturbances resulting from two tornadoes which occurred in the
eastern half of the State on June 9, 1953* One of these tornadoes
caused heavy destruction in the City of Worcester, and papers,
letters, clothing with price tags attached, and other articles originating in Worcester were picked up in many sections throughout
Plymouth County. The other storm passed through an area in Wrentham,
Norfolk County, where heavy gypsy moth infestation existed. The
paths of both storms were in the direction of Plymouth and Barnstable
Counties. The amount of actual windspread of larvae into these
two counties cannot be determined.
In New York, Vermont and Connecticut, trapping was confined to the
territory now included in the barrier zone. There is indication
that there was considerable windspread of both larvae and adult
moths into the trapped areas in each of these States.
The regulatory project was furnished 622 traps which were used in
surveying approximately 311,000 acres in 99 towns in Maine, New
Hampshire, New York and Vermont to obtain data on the status of
gypsy moth infestation for use in effectively enforcing the quarantine. A total of 1,593 male gypsy moths were captured in 262 traps
placed in 77 of the towns trapped in this phase of the survey.
A sxammary of data indicating by States, the total acres surveyed and
the results obtained from the regular trapping program is presented
in Table 4. The results of the regtalatory trapping program are shown
in Table 5#

Table h*—G]psy moth sex. attractant trap isurvey - fiscal year 1954
No. of
No, of No. of
No. Towns No. of
No.Male
Towns
Acres
Traps I'tiere Traps Traps
Moths
State
Surveyed Surveyed Put Out
Catching Caught
Caught
Connecticut
26
463,424
1,114
287
25
939
Massachusetts
707,200
1,700
49
40
490
1,174
New Jersey300,000
600
1
1
39
1
New York
94 2,878,221
82
2,518
1,209
6,277
Pennsylvania
67 1,258,188 3,313
4
4
44
Vemiont
11
203.408
10
36
40
489
Totals

286

?,810,iia

13,493
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162

2.027

4,716

Table 5,—Traps placed try Gypsy Moth Quarantine Force '- F.Y 1954
No* Male
No, of
No. of
No, Tovms
No. of ÚO* of
Moths
Acres
Traps
Traps Wlriere Traps
Toiiais
Caught
Catching
Surveyed Surveyed Put Out
Caufht
State
256
Maine
95
37
323
55
72
6
25,000
50
New Hampshire
Ö
13
21
10,500
223
2
New Yoric
21
2
1.042
114.000
228
32
Vermont
-122
Totals

99

3II5OOQ

622

77

262

Is 593

Experimental Trapping
The importance of trapping surveys in the overall gypsy moth program
cannot be over-emphasized* For this reason, every effort is made to
maintain trapping devices, methods and procedures at the highest
level of efficiency* To accomplish this result, studies have been
conducted annually in the Wendell State Forest, ííassachusetts and in
other localities in New England*
In 1953 the group method of trap placement was again used* The individual trap lines were spaced at least one-half mile apart and there
were four replicates of each experiment* The replicates within each
line were more than 500 feet apart* Four moths were captured on
July 16 and the final captures were made on August 21. Due to the
pressure of other important assignments, the studies related only
to hydrogenated bait material prepared at Belt s ville, îiaryland*
The 1953 results confirmed past records which have rather conclusively
indicated that the bait strength of each trap used in regular surveys
can be safe.:iy reduced to 12 tips from the 15 tip strength now in use.
Such a reduction is contemplated, however, only in the event of a
future shortage in baiting material*
A second study line demonstrated that there has been no deterioration
in the potency of attractant material in the last 6 years*
A third study wiphasized the great difference in potency of sexattractant material collected in different years. Material collected
in Portugal in 1951 and hydrogenated in 1953> was a failure in this
test, and demonstrated again the necessity of conducting potency
tests with each new supply of sex-attract ant before it is used in a
large-scale way for regular survey work*
At Fairfax, Vermont in the siimmer of 1951, studies were initiated to
determine the distances in woodland to which gypsy moths can be attracted
to traps* The studies were omitted in 1952, but were resumed during
the summer of 1953» Twelve lilies were laid out from the center of
an area where the moths were to be released, with the radiating lines
spaced approximately 30 degrees apart, like the spokes in a wheel*
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Points at 330-foot intervals, along each line, were marked vdth white
paint as trap locations• At the start of the experiment, six traps
were placed at the 330-foot point from the center, one on each second
line. Moths for release were marked with red or blue enamel applied
at one of three positions on each forevdng* This combination of
color and point of application provided a total of twelve releases*
Starting with the first release, when foiir of the traps had attracted
moths, an the traps were moved to the next markers at the 660-foot
point. Similarly, and under the same conditions, the traps were
moved to the next 330-foot point. As the distance between the traps
at the 990-foot circle had materially increased, additional traps
were then placed on the other six lines ccanpleting a periphery comprising 12 traps*
Prevailing winds were from the south, southwest and west. The traps
that attracted moths most consistently were located to the south and
west of the release point. The flight of moths was highest when
temperatures were 70^ F. or above. There was noticeable decrease in
moth captures when temperatxires fell much below that point and practically no captures were made when temperatures dropped to the low
sixties or during rainy weather. These studies will be continued
in the summer of 1954 but trap placements win start at a point 330
feet beyond the 5/l6th mile mark to which moths were effectively
attracted from the center point of release in 1953* It is believed
these studies vdll provide needed information on maximum attracting
range of traps placed in average woodland sites having a flat or
rolling topography*
Scouting Survey
Scouting by project personnel and cooperating State agencies is conducted annually for the purpose of locating and delimiting areas
infested by the gypsy moth to provide information needed in planning
and conducting an effective spray program. This survey work is most
effectively carried on during fall and winter months when egg masses
can be easily located on deciduous forest and shade tree growth due
to absence of foliage at that time of year.
In barrier zone territory, and in other areas outside the generally
infested region, scouting of an intensive natixre is conducted at
sites v;here male moths were captured in traps during the preceding
summer. The information thus obtained is used in setting up priorities
for extermination spraying to be conducted the following spring. In
areas of general infestation immediately east of the barrier zone,
scouting is conducted for the purpose of locating centers of infesta^
tion where there is a likelihood of large-scale spread of infestation
or extensive defoliation unless prompt suppressive measures are em^
ployed. The latter survey work is conducted rapidly, using susceptibility of site to gypsy moth abundance as the basis for determining locations where examinations will be made. When such sites
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are found to be heavily infested, priorities are set up for conducting
the control spraying that vdll be carried on xd.th cooperative funds
available for that purpose. This type of spot scouting is also
employed extensively by responsible State agencies in the generally
infested region of New Eaîgland to provide the information needed
for conducting local and State-wide control programs.
A third type of scouting that is effectively used in preventing
spread of infestation is the so-called common carrier survey which
is conducted in conjunction with quarantine activities along the
western periphery of the generally infested region in territory
known as the suppressive area. Essentially this is a roadside survey with special attention being devoted to examinations in the
vicinity of hotels, tourist homes, freight yards, commercial garages,
junk yards and other places from v/hich gypsy moth infestation can
be spread by common carrier and private vehicles to points outside
the infested territory if effective controls are not promptly applied*
Because of the spread hazard involved, exposed egg masses found in
conducting this type of survey are treated immediately vdth gypsy
moth creosote to kill the eggs. Although this treatment is outmoded
in general control operations, it is considered essential in these
particular instances.
Scouting in Barrier Zone and the Generally Infested Region: During
the current fiscal year, barrier zone scouting was limited to the
vicinity of attracting trap sites in each of the three States involved. The intensity and extent of such scouting was governed by the
number of sites involved and the manpower available for conducting
the work.
In Connecticut more than 50,000 acres were examined in Federal
scouting operations in ^ich 130 separate spots of infestation were
found. Examinations were made in 24 tovmshipsj 21 being located in
Fairfield County, 2 in Litchfield County and 1 in New Haven County.
Scattered infestation of light intensity was found in 15 of these
townships. East of the barrier zone in Connecticut, extensive
scouting at selected favorable sites was conducted by employees of
the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station to determine the
location of areas needing spray treatment to prevent defoliation.
As a result of the latter survey work, plans were developed by
Station personnel for the aerial spraying of more than 133,000
acres in the spring of 1954* This work was to be financed vdth
funds provided by the State and local Governments and by organized
groups of individual property owners.
In New York, the State Department of Conservation cooperated in
Federal barrier zone work by furnishing assistance in scouting operations and also carried on a selective type of scouting program in
counties east of the barrier zone. Except for one concentration of
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infestation involving approximately 100 acres in the toiA«i of Charleston,
Montgomery County, infestation in the New York section of the barrier
zone was of light intensity and was located at scattered spots throxighout the zone area» Survey work conducted by State-employed personnel
east of the zone revealed a heavy build-up of infestation in parts
of Columbia, Essex, Rensselaer and Washington Counties, These counties
are bounded on the east by the States of Massachusetts and Vermont.
In these counties a few concentrations containing 100,000 egg masses
per acre were found. There were many in which egg mass populations
exceeded 1,000 per acre, there being more than 20,000 acres reported
in this category. Some of these high population centers were extensions of larger concentrations existing east of the State line
in both Massachusetts and Veimont. The scouting program in New York
involved examinations covering 842,696 acres of which 369>802 acres
are located within the barrier zone. In overall scouting work,
exaaiinations were made in 128 to\iyniships located in 20 counties.
Seven Federal and 16 State employees were available for conducting
survey work during most of the scouting season. Since a major
portion of barrier zone territory is located in New York a greater
number of project personnel are stationed there than in other State
areas in which barrier zone work is conducted.
In Vermont, only the northwestern counties of Franklin and Grand
Isle and two adjacent townships in northern Chittenden County are
included in the barrier zone. Scouting work was conducted by one
regular project employee stationed in the area. Intensive examinations were made in the vicinity of 36 trap sites where male moths
had been captured in the summer of 1953. As a result of this work,
five spots of light infestation were found and delimited, two being
in the town of Milton, Chittenden County; and three in the adjoining
town of Georgia, Franl^lin Coxinty. In the suppressive area adjacent
to the barrier zone, scouting for the purpose of locating heavy
concentrations of infestation was performed by a project employee
stationed at Middlebury. This work involved examinations of a
selective nature throughout the couties of Addison and Chittenden.
Although light, scattered infestation was found in practically all
areas examined, heavy infestation comprising 1,000 egg clusters or
more per acre was found in only four acres of the total territory
scouted in the suppressive area. Further south in Rutland and
Windsor Counties, a control project employee was temporarily detailed
to conduct special scouting viork in conjunction wLth the Quarantine
enforcement project. Here, examinations were made in the vicinity
of commercial establishments, such as quarry and logging sites,
that are operated in the area. In the overall survey 34,275 acres
were scouted involving examination of woodland and open area growth
at selected points in 38 towns and 6 counties. In addition to
heavy centers of infestation in the Connecticut River Valley of
eastern Vermont, other areas of infestation build-up are known to
occiir in Bennington and Rutland Coimties in territory adjacent to
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the boundary with New York State. One project employee stationed
in the western part of the State assisted the Vernjont Forest Service
in appraising infestation conditions to deterndne the location of
territory most in need of control treatment in the spring of 1954#
Since the State does not regularly employ survey crews to obtain
this information, the record of 1953 defoliation was used as a guide
for conducting the appraisal*
In the generally infested area of New England, State agencies responsible for gypsy moth control use various methods of survey technique for determining infestation conditions and the need for spray
treatment. All, however, depend baöically on some form of scouting
survey to provide the information needed* Technical assistance in
the development of survey and control plans by these State agencies
is provided, when requested, through a Federally-employed area leader
and assistant.
Scouting in Outlying Areas of Present or Past Infestation; In New
Jersey, State personnel conducted intensive scouting at selected
sites in the counties of Bergen, Himterdon, Somerset and Sussex in
covering a total of 3,051 acresè Close observations were made in
the vicinity of a site at Englewood Cliffs where one male moth
was trapped in the summer of 1953 and at other sites where possible
introduction of the gypsy moth appeared to be most likely* No
evidence of infestation was found in the State during thé scouting
survey.
In Pennsylvania, scouting was performed in the same manner as in
the barrier zone as the objective also is to exterminate the
gypsy moth. During the current year intensive scouting was conducted
in the vicinity of four trap sites where one or more male moths were
captured in the summer of 1953. No evidence of infestation was found
as a result of scouting at three of the sites in which single male
moths had been recovered. An infestation containing approximately
15,000 egg clusters was discovered as a result of scouting performed
around the attracting trap site in the tox^ship of Blakely, Lackawanna County. Scouting work covering 41>456 acres was conducted in
11 townships located in 4 counties. Two regular project employees
supervised the scouting and were assisted by skilled labor furnished
by the Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture.
In Michigan, a rough scouting survey was hurriedly conducted between
May 25 and June k, inclusive, to delimit the extent of gypsy moth
infestation first reported in the Lansing area on May 19. Five regular project employees were assisted by five other Federal and State
employees available in the area for conducting survey vork. These
men worked as two-man teams, each team using either a project vehicle
or one furnished by Federal or State cooperators as a means of transportation. Working out in all directions from the center of infestation.
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observations were made for a distance of at least 2 miles beyond
the last evidence of infestation that could be found, î4ost observations were made along roadsides from slowly moving vehicles»
As infestation became less evident, more thorough spot examinations
were made in selected spots of favorable oak growth. A county
highway map was used by each crew in conducting survey work« In
the Lansing area all such maps are overlaid with a grid pattern
of one mile squares and is referred to as the platted area. Except
for trunk highways running through the area, most public roads
follow these grid lines; greatly simplifying the projection of
such a hurried delimiting survey as was necessary in this instance.
An area of 232 square miles was covered in maki.ng the observations
described• Since this survey was conducted tinder emergencj'- conditions with definite limitations on time and manpower, the 140,480
acres involved have not been included idth the tabulation of regular
scoutir^ operations*
The following table provides a tabular record of regular scouting
accomplished.
Table ó.^'^^Sximmary of scouting work - fiscal year 1954
Number of New
Niamber of
Total
Egg Clusters
Infestations
Acreage
Discovered
Reported
State
Scouted
50,200
Connecticut
130
1,054
New Jersey
3,051
New York
842,696
60,735,551
1,333
15,000
1
Pennsylvania
41,456
12,810
Vermont
59
34,275
Totals

972,478

1,523

60,764,415

Spraying
Between April 15 and June 30, 1954 a grand total of 1,371,199 acres
were sprayed by aircraft and 29,817 acres by mist blowers in gypsy
moth control operations conducted cooperatively by the Federal Government and cooperating pest control agencies in the States of Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode
Island and Vermont. Federally directed programs were confined principally to barrier zone spraying in Connecticut, New York and Vermont
and to similar work at an outlying infestation in Pennsylvania.
Federal technical assistance was furnished to the States of Maine,
Massachusetts, Michigan, New York, Rhode Island and Vermont in the
developnent and projection of control operations in areas not included
in barrier zone territory.
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An oil solution containing 12 percent by weight of technical grade
DDT (1 pound in 1 gallon) has become the standard spray formulation
used and recommended by the project for extermination spraying when
applied in mist form at the rate of one gallon per acre, A 6 percent
DDT spray solution (1/2 pound in 1 gallon), at the same rate of application, is recommended for control treatments to suppress outbreaks
and prevent defoliation in areas within the generally infested region.
These formulations have proven to be satisfactory for the purposes
indicated in extensive spray operations conducted during the past
several years• For spraying with mist blowers, the 6 and 12 percent
spray material is obtained by the addition of water to an emulsifiable
DDT concentrate» Because of the greater volimie of spray reaching
nearby foliage \>rhen treated by mist blowers, an emulsion spray is
used in order to avoid the foliage burning that might result from
application of an oil spray.
Spraying in Barrier Zone and the Generally Infested Re.<yion: In
Connecticut, aerial spraying in the barrier zone was started early
in May and completed on June 15. A total of 28,000 acres were
treated by aircraft operating under Federal contract and 1,456 acres
were sprayed by project personnel using mist blowers* A 12 percent
DDT spray was used in both types of application. East of the barrier
zone in Connecticut, extensive control operations were conducted on
the basis of local participation by cities, towns and organized
groups of individual land owners under the supervision of the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station. Aerial spray contracts were
awarded by local participating groups after the need for treatment
to prevent defoliation had been certified by Station personnel. The
State Government participated in the cost of sprayirig to the extent
of reimbursing the local contracting agencies at a rate of 56 cents
an acre for all acreage that was certified by the Experiment Station
as having been satisfactorily treated. A total of 133^822 acres of
heavily infested territory were sprayed under these arrangönents.
In New York, aerial spraying was conducted by three operational units,
each consisting of two biplanes and necessary personnel and servicing
equipment. Two of the \inits were operated xinder Federal contract
and the third under State supervision with State-ovmed aircraft.
Federal operations were confined principally to barrier zone territory where a 12 percent DDT spray was used. All spray applications
east of barrier zone territory were made with a 6 percent DDT spray.
Spraying in the latter area was undertaken for the purpose of suppressing heavy infestation in areas where defoliation ^^^ould otherwise
occur. A total of 76,985 gallons of DDT spray was applied by aircraft in treating 86,910 acres of infested territory. Included in
these figures are 40^995 gallons of 12 percent DDT spray used in
treating 50,330 acres in the barrier zone area. Spraying by mist
blowers was limited to treatment of 832 acres of scattered roadside
infestation at various locations within the barrier zone.
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In Vermont, sprajdng of barrier zone territory was started on May 6
with one biplane operating luider Federal contract. At completion
of the contract on tiay 14 a total of 9,765 acres had been treated
with a 12 percent DDT spray. AU spraying by aircraft was in the
barrier zone except for 340 acres on Mt. Philo, which is located
in Addison County further south. The latter area was treated to
prevent spread of infestation by wind currents to areas of lower
elevation in surroixnding territory and the possible accidental
long distance transportation of infestation by campers \AïO annually^
visit this recreational spot. A mist blower was employed in spraying
a total of 82 acres at scattered locations of highway US-7 and other
main highway routes in the suppressive area >rtiere spots of light
infestation had been discovered as a result of common carrier scouting
conducted earlier in the year. The Vermont Forest Service conducted
aircraft spray work in cooperation with heavily infested towns in
the four southern counties of the State where considerable defoliation
had developed in the sximmer of 1953. A total of 15,000 acres were
treated in operations designed to afford protection from both the
gypsy moth and the forest tent caterpillar. It is estimated that
10,000 acres of this total would have been defoliated by the gypsy
moth alone if control work had not been done. The other 5,000
acres would have been defoliated as a res^llt of combined feeding
by the two species.
In Maine, the first State-organized program of aircraft spraying to
prevent damage by the gypsy moth was projected in the spring of 1954#
Under direction of the Maine Forest Service, cooperative plans were
worked out wLth cities, towns and groups of individual land owners
to spray as many as possible of the heavily infested areas which
earlier surveys had indicated would be defoliated in 1954 if controls
were not applied* Surveys to delimit areas of potential defoliation
had been made dxxring the fall and winter of 1953-54 following organization of a gypsy moth control unit in the Maine Forest Service to
operate under the supervision of Dr. H. B. Peirson, State Entomologist.
Control plans called for a contribution by local cooperators of 60
percent of spraying costs with the balance to be paid from State
funds. DDT spray was applied by aircraft to 27,590 acres. For
assistance in spray operations, the Maine Forest Service brought in
insect rangers, fire wardens and farm forest managers from various
sections of the State. The experience gained by these men will be
extremely valuable in future spraying programs. Aircraft spray applications this year were made under terms of a contract requiring the
contractor to provide insecticide and all airport servicing equipment, in addition to applying the insecticide to designated areas
of infested growth. In addition to technical assistance provided
by control project personnel in development and projection of the
air-spray program in Maine, the Federal regulatory unit used a mist
blower in spraying 2,000 acres of infested territory principally
located just outside of the quarantined area in the northeastern
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portion of the State* Scattered spots of roadside infestation had
been located here by regulatory personnel follovdng recovery of male
moths from traps placed in the area in the summer of 1953 •
The Massachusetts Department of Natural Resources, working with
cities and tovjns on the basis of a new gypsy moth law passed by the
State Legislature on February 24, 1954, aerially sprayed a total of
977,181 acres of heavily infested territory• For spray operations
in the spring of 1954 six control regions Mere established; two in
the western section of the State and four in the eastern section.
Spray operations in the two sections were handled as separate projects • Insecticide materials were purchased by the State, and mixing
operations for the entire program were conducted at field headquarters
in Stowt Deliveries of the 9 percent DDT oil solution used in the
Massachusetts program were made to various airports in the State
according to terms of a hauling contract which was tied in with the
aerial application contract involving use of two multi-motored aircraft (C-46), five biplanes and two helicopters. Control operations
in Massachusetts were designed to prevent a recurrence this year
of widespread defoliation which in 1953 reached an all time high of
approximately 900,000 acres vâthin the State. A high percentage of
the total area treated was located in the Connecticut River Valley
viiere heavy infestation occurred in 1953 and extensive defoliation
was forecast for 1954 unless large-scale operations were accomplished.
Although scattered spots of defoliation developed late in June in
the latter area and in several other sections of the State, gypsy
moth damage this year is much less than in the summer of 1953«
It is expected that even less damage will occur in the future after
there has been sufficient time to properly organize control activities to function under the new State gypsy moth lav;.
In Rhode Island, all spraying was accomplished with State-owned mist
blowers. A total of 25,347 acres were treated in operations started
in mid-April. Infestation in this State remains at a rather constant
low level, serious outbreaks and damage having been prevented by the
annual control operations conducted by the Rhode Island Department
of Agriculture and Conservation.
Spraying in Outlyin/^ Areas of Infestation: In Pennsylvania where
eradication of infestation is the objective, a total of 6,531 acres
were sprayed by aircraft under Federal contract and 100 acres were
treated by a State-owned mist blower. These operations were conducted around a center of infestation containing an estimated 15,000
egg masses in Blakely township, Lackawanna County. Aircraft spraying
with one biplane was started on liay 6 and completed on May 17. The
infested area was checked on several occasions after completion of
spraying and no evidence of living larvae could be found. The
area sprayed contained the only infestation Imown to exist in Pennsylvania at the time. It is believed that this infestation was
eradicated by the spraying accomplished.
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In Michigan, aircraft spraying operations were started on June 6 and
completed on June 10• A total area of 135 square miles, covering
86,400 atcres of rural and municipal territory, was treated. State
funds for conducting spray operations were provided through a special
session of the iyHchigan Legislature which was convened on June 2»
At the request of the Bureau of Plant Industry, Michigan Department
of Agriculture, Federal technical help was provided to assist in
the development and projection of an eradication program. Assistance
in stxrvey and spraying operations, as well as in the planning phase
of the program, was provided by other State agencies, the Department
of Entomology at Michigan State College, the Lansing City Departments
of Forestry and Recreation, and by representatives of Federal pest
control agencies located in the Lansing area.
The Lansing City Forestry Department provided a mist blower and a
three-man crew for spraying street and roadside growth that was infested by the gypsy moth. These operations were started on May 25
and continued through June 4 when all infested roadside trees detected
in rural and mvinicipal areas had been sprayed. This action was initiated as a precautionary measure to prevent spread of larvae from
one area to another on moving automobiles and trucks prior to the
time that aircraft treatment could be started. In addition to material
furnished by the City Forestry Department for this work, the Federal
Japanese Beetle Control Project provided two drums of emulsifiable
DDT concentrate from storage facilities at Detroit. Members of the
city blower crew were deputized as eirtployees of the Michigan Department of Agricult\ire to permit them to carry on spray operations in
to^mship areas beyond the city limit s ♦ All Federal employees who
cooperated in the Michigan spray program were granted similar authority•
The contract for supplying a 12 percent technical DDT oil solution
and making aircraft application was awarded to the Central Aircraft
Gcanpany, Inc. of Yakima, Washington. This company arranged for
purchase of DDT concentrate from two different chemical companies
in order that an adequate supply of spray material might be quickly
provided. DDT concentrate purchased from both companies was shipped
to the Morden Oil Company of Lansing where a chemist of that company
supervised the mixing of DDT concentrate and kerosene to obtain a
12 percent solution. This solution was then delivered by the Morden
CcMiipany to storage facilities maintained at two airports. The contractor leased all equipaent, including aircraft, used on the Michigan
spray program. A four-motored B-17 airplane was leased from Max
Biegert of Shickley, Nebraska. Mr. Biegert and a co-pilot operated
the B-17 on five successive days in spraying a total of 44,160 acres
with 40,640 gallons of insecticide. This plane has a load capacity
of 3,000 gallons. In the Lansing work, loads averaged approximately
2,200 to 2,400 gallons each, or sufficient to make two round-trip
spray r\ins over a 9-mile long strip of municipal and suburban
territory. The B-l? was used in spraying all municipal areas and
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Figure

4.—A C-46 airplane spraying for gypsy moth control in the Connecticut
River Valley in Massachusetts, spring of 1954.

some adjacent territôiy beyond the city lindts of Lansing and Bast
Lansing• Three biplanes were leased by the contractor for conducting
necessary spraying in rural areas surrovinding the congested city
territory where infestation was centered. These were supplied by
a crop pest control operator in West Bend, Wisconsin. After the
first day of operation one biplane was released and the other two
were used throughout the remainder of the program. Biplanes were
operated on five successive days in spraying a total of 42,240
acres with 18,382 gallons of insecticide. The wide difference
between total gallons released and total acreage sprayed is accounted
for by the fact that rural areas here contain great expanses of open
fields in which only occasional fence-line growth and scattered
shade trees occur• It had been estimated at the start of the program that even greater acreage might be covered with the amount of
insecticide applied*
The B-17 airplane was based at the Capital City Airport in the northwest
corner of the area treated by this unit» Insecticide was supplied
through a stationary pump from a 5^000-gallon storage tank. The
storage tank was kept supplied by means of tank-truck shuttle service
between the airport and the Horden Oil plant 3 miles away. The B-17
was equipped with a quick-hitch device under the fuselage which
connects \dth a three-inch supply hose. Only 8 to 10 minutes were
required in filling this plane with the desired amount of insecticide.
Biplanes were based at a private airport in the southwest corner of
Lansing and were serviced directly from oil trucks operated by the
Moi*den Ccmipany. Efficient pumping and metering equipment on these
trucks permitted an average loss of only 4 minutes between landing
and take-off of biplanes at each reloading with 100 gallons of insecticide« During the five-day spraying operation, biplane applications
were checked by use of dye-coated cards to insure adequate distribution of spray. Similar but less extensive checks vjere made on
spray distribution by the B-l?» The latter plane was guided on
spray runs by the discharge of smoke shells at both ends of each
strip. This plane sprayed a 500-foot swath on each spray run while
biplanes sprayed 100-foot swaths»
At the start of aircraft spray work on June 6, an employee of the
State Bureau of Plant Industry was detailed to collect spray solution
samples from each batch of material delivered to either of the two
airports. These samples were then delivered to the laboratory of
the State Health Department i^ere formulation tests were run to
determine DDT content by weight percentage. All material tested
showed only slight variations from the 12 percent DDT-by-weight that
was specified. At the conclusion of spray operations an experienced
employee of the gypsy moth project made larval checks in several
spots where infestation had been concentrated. No living gypsy moth
larvae were found in any of these sites.
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Although the löchigan program was developed hurriedly under emergency conditions, it is believed that the heart of this infestation
has been eliminated• It is anticipated that additional scattered
spots of light infestation will be found as a result of surveys
to be conducted v/ithin and beyond the area treated* Such infestations will be eradicated by future spray operations after their
presence and loßation has been determined.
A summary of 1954 spraying operations is shown in Table ?•

Table 1. ■■Summary of spraying operations — fiscal year 1954
AIRCRAFT
BLOWER
State &
Federal
State Grand Tctal
Federal
Other
Contract
State
163,278
1,456
133,022
28,000
Connecticut
•29,590
2,000
27,590
Maine
mm
-»
977,181
Massachusetts
977,101
86,400
•
86,400
Michigan
87,742
832
33,650
New York
53,260
100
6,631
Pennsylvania
6,531
mm
—
25,347
Rhode Island
25,347
«
15.000
82
24.847
Vermont
9.765
■.

Totals

97,556

1,273,643

4,370

25,447

1,401,016

Special Study on Gypsy Moth Damage
As a result of experience in the damage study phase of the 1952
Appraisal Program, a new study aimed at determining the effect of
gypsy moth defoliation on white pine and other conifers was initiated
in the summer of 1953. In the first phase of this study, 65 sample
plots were established in 24 towns in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
Massachusetts and Connecticut• The plots were chosen as representative of all degrees of defoliation on both hardwoods and softwoods•
The trees in most of the plots were individually numbered, and data
on species, crown class, diameter and other pertinent facts recorded*
A total of 1,607 trees were marked, a sufficient number to gain
knowledge on the overall effect of gypsy moth feeding on softwood
stirvival in terms of acreage or volume»
In October 1953, the plots were revisited and data recorded as to
the percentage of the normal foliage still missing on both softwood
and hardwood trees♦ These records and those made in the summer,
allowed a percentage of defoliation at the height of feeding and at
the end of the first growing season, thus constituting a measure of
tl)e amount of foliage recovery» Two plots were abandoned, one due
to logging operations and the other on account of the relocation of
a highway* Two new plots were established. This procedure increased
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Figure

5.-^B-17 aircraft spraying for
Michigan, June 1954.
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Figure

6.—A B-17 airplane was used in spraying 44,160 acres in the municipal
areas of Lansing, Michigan and vicinity from June 6 to 10 inclusive.
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Figure

7.—A total of 135 square miles (86,400 acres) were sprayed by singleand multi-engine aircraft near Lansing, Michigan in June 1954.

the number of trees to 1,653. Preliminary observations at the end
of one grovdng season indicated that many white pine had shown an
ability to refoliate even after it had been almost completely stripped*
The reverse was true of hemlocks. Almost without exception the condition of hemlocks in all stages of defoliation remained the same
through the summer* Balsam fir and the spruces showed the same lack
of refoliation.
Inspections were made in the early summer of 1954 of all the damage
study plots laid out in 1953* lihile no change from the fall of 1953
condition of softwood foliage x^as expected, there were indications
in many plots that extensive feeding might occur again in 1954*
Such feeding, if not checked, could affect the observations to be
made at the end of the 1954 growing season and cause confusion as
to whether condition of the foliage was the result of one or two
successive defoliations.
As a result of spraying and natural control, few of the areas showed
appreciable gypsy moth activity. Therefore, on a majority of the
study plots the condition can be traced directly to the defoliation
of 1953. Exceptions were the New Durham and Madison areas in eastern
New Hampshire and the Stoneham-Albany area in western Maine. Here
gypsy moth larvae were abundant, ranging in size from 3/4 to 1 inch
in length. Defoliation at time of obseinrations was light, varying
from noticeable holes in leaves to 50 percent. It was later learned
that one of these areas. Plot No. 41, had been sprayed by mist blower.
Although its edge was only 50 feet from the road it is possible that
a gap in coverage occurred, or possibly the spraying was so little
earlier than the inspection that its effects had not yet become
noticeable.
On all the nine areas where feeding was observed the larvae X'jere in
large numbers among the pine and hemlock needles, although no defoliation of these species was evident at that time. These areas
will be inspected at the height of the feeding season to determine
how much if any defoliation can be attributed to the 1954 season.
In general, the indications of recovery suggested in the fall of
1953 observations were borne out in June 1954. The heavily defoliated hemlocks (BO-lOO percent) showed little or no new needle production. Many of the pines heavily defoliated in 1953 which showed
substantial recovery by the fall of 1953 had good new needle production. Although not complete, in most cases it appeared to be
close to normal. Those pines which had not recovered well by the
fall of 1953 showed poor new needle production, although almost all
had some.
While some hemlocks could be classed as dead because no needles were
present, it is too early to definitely deteimine the extent of
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mortality. The indications are, however, that it \d.ll be heavy
among hemlocks 80 to 100 percent stripped.
A small amount of mortality was evident among the hardwoods, but
in most cases foliage was nearly back to normal except for new dead
branches•
Informational Activities
The new gypsy moth motion picture film in sound and color became
available for general use this year. Between September 28 and
June 30, inclusive, the film was projected by various organizations
on 92 occasions to a total audience of approximately 4,450 persons.
The film was also projected by three television stations having a
total estimated viewing audience of 456,400. These telecasts were
made as follows:
April 4 - WRGB, Schenectady, N.Y.
- 356,400 possible audience
June 3 - WCSH, Portland, Maine
- 90,000
»
"
June 9 - WKAR (UHF), E. Lansing, Mich. - 10,000
"
"
In September, an elaborate Bureau exhibit was installed in the
Massachusetts Building at the Eastern States Exposition, V/est
Springfield, Massachusetts, in which both the control and regulatory
phases of the gypsy moth program had a prominent place. During the
8 days, 456,370 persons were in attendance. It is conservatively
estimated that 250,000 persons actually stopped to view the project
exhibit. Included among the visitors was President Eisenhower.^
Keen interest was shown by all persons who stopped at the exhibit.
Many inquired as to what was to be done about the situation and
seemed eager to do anything possible to support a cooperative effort
to carry out a spraying program in the heavily infested area.
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